
Kindergarten Chronicles 

January 12, 2018 

 

We had a very busy week in Kindergarten after having so many snow days 

last week! In Writer’s Workshop the children continued to write “How-To” books. 

We worked on adding tips, suggestions, and warnings to our stories. We also 

worked on adding comparisons to make our writing more detailed. Lastly, we worked 

on helping the children to write a collection of stories on the same topic. We 

showed them that they can write multiple stories about “How to Play Soccer”. For 

example, they could write “How To Kick a Soccer Ball”, or “How to Dribble a Soccer 

Ball”. We are amazed at the incredible stories that your children are writing! 

Please encourage your child to write at home! 

In Reader’s Workshop, the children continued to read books from their 

leveled book bags. The children focused on using their ‘pattern power’. We talked 

about the importance of noticing patterns in decodable books, and using our 

pointer, picture, and sound power when we come across a challenging word. We also 

focused on the importance of making sure that our reading makes sense. 

Therefore, we taught the children that they need to be monitoring their reading 

and if a sentence doesn't sound right, they should not keep reading; instead, they 

should go back and fix what they read!  

In Fundations, we worked on uppercase letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H. 
The children also worked on tapping out the sounds of simple three letter words. 

For example, when reading the word ‘dog’, the children tapped out the three 

individual sounds, d - o - g, and then blended those three sounds together to read 

the word ‘dog’. The children also worked on putting their magnetic letter tiles in 

alphabetical order. 

This week we reviewed the sight words: to, at, have, and it. Please 

continue to practice all of the sight words that your child has learned thus far. 

Encourage your child to find these words in the books that you read at home.  

In math we continued Unit 4,  “Collect, Count, and Measure”. This past week, 

the children played a new game called “One More, One Less”. To play this game the 

children turned over a primary number card, put the corresponding amount of 

pennies on a ten frame, rolled a dice to see if they should add one more of one less 

penny, and then recorded the final number. As you can see there were many steps! 

The children also played “Double Compare”. To play this game, the children needed 

a deck of primary number cards and a partner. Each partner turned over two cards 

at a time, added those two cards together, and then decided who had the larger 



amount. You may want to play this game at home with your child and take out the 

Ace, King, Queen, and Jack cards. 

As always, we wish for you a wonderful weekend with your family!  

 

The Kindergarten Team 

 

High Frequency Words: 

I, can, we, the, am, like, a, an, went, see, and, go, so, no, to, at, have, it 

 

Updates and Reminders: 

● We will not have school on… 

○  Monday, January 15th (Martin Luther King Jr. Day)  

○ Tuesday, January 16th (Professional Development for Teachers) 

● Save the date: Kindergarten Spotlight- February 16th. 

● Don’t forget that the school calendar as well as other important information 

can be found on the school website: danverspublicschools.org/Highlands 


